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relevant, yet least well understood topics of migration research. The usual approach taken to
address aggregate-level prediction problems is to fit ad hoc specifications to historical data, and
to extrapolate from these estimates on the basis of conditioning information that is assumed to
be known with certainty. In this context, this strategy faces formidable problems that exceed the
usual difficulties arising for the prediction of economic variables. This paper addresses this
extrapolation problem formally, with an application to the case of EU-enlargement and the
ensuing migration streams to be expected from Eastern Europe.
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Non-Technical Summary

From the vantage point of economic policy, assessing migration potential and
predicting future migration streams are among the most relevant, yet least
well understood topics of migration research. Most theoretical models and
a large range of econometric studies successfully address heterogeneity at
the individual level. In the aggregate, though, many important explanatory
factors are shared within the regions of origin and destination, rendering
the individual-level results inappropriate as a predictive tool, and necessitating an analysis over time and space. The usual approach taken to address
aggregate-level prediction problems is to t ad hoc speci cations to historical
data, and to extrapolate from these estimates on the basis of conditioning
information that is assumed to be known with certainty.
This strategy faces formidable problems that exceed the usual diÆculties in predicting economic variables. One reason for these de ciencies is
the paucity of the data material, making precise estimation of historical relationships both between demographic and economic determinants and the
resulting migration streams, and the univariate prediction of those economic
variables very diÆcult. Typically, forecasts in the literature do not address
this problem of precision systematically. The second, and conceptually more
severe problem is the identi cation problem that has to be solved satisfactorily for any valid extrapolation, irrespective of the available data points. In
the particular case at hand, it is not only the usual temporal invariance that
would have to be imposed but also the additional invariance across space:
often future migration is likely to take place between origin and destination
regions that do not share a common history of migration. The convincing
choice of the country{speci c intercept for countries for which no previous
migration record exists is therefore the principal conceptual challenge for the
prediction { yet, this has not been adressed formally in any of the previous
papers on this topic.
This paper formally addresses this double extrapolation problem, with
an application to the case of EU enlargement and the ensuing expected migration streams from Eastern Europe after the associated changes in the
regulations concerning migration. The paper thus intends to contribute to
the clari cation of three important issues:
i

1. Speci c identi cation assumptions have to be invoked by every aggregate migration study.
2. The role of demographic factors in the migration decision is widely
neglected; evaluating the size and impact of migration ows has to take into
account this major supply side factor.
3. Imposing more and more structure on the estimation of the determinants of aggregate migration ows typically reduces uncertainty within
sample but may not necessarily lead to better forecasts.
In developing our own approach to the problem, we depart from the received migration literature { whose emphasis is typically on the explanation
of migration activity, not its prediction into the future { and pursue a very
parsimonious speci cation of migration rates that is tted to historical data
on the German post-WW II immigration experience. Its formulation explicitly allows for persistent economic and non-economic di erences to be
captured by a set of country-speci c random e ects which, together with a
time-speci c and a white noise component drive the uctuation of migration
rates around its average across time and space. The relative magnitudes of
these unobserved orthogonal variance components lends itself naturally to a
discussion of the prediction problem raised by EU enlargement.
Speci cally, if the new EU members were to display the emigration behavior to Germany that has characterized the typical origin country during
the (high{immigration) post-WW II era, prospective net immigration would
be of almost negligible magnitude. If, by contrast, they were to display a
substantially more pronounced emigration propensity, future net immigration could be much larger, albeit still relatively moderate when considering
the gures circulating in the public debate on this issue.

ii
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Introduction

From the vantage point of economic policy, assessing migration potential
and predicting future migration streams are among the most relevant, yet
least well understood topics of migration research. Most theoretical models
and a large range of econometric studies successfully address heterogeneity
at the individual level, with an emphasis on the detection of demographic
and socio-economic determinants of the individal migration decision, or on
the identi cation of the appropriate decision unit. In the aggregate, though,
many important explanatory factors are shared within the regions of origin
and destination, rendering the individual-level results inappropriate as a predictive tool, and necessitating an analysis over time and space. The usual
approach taken to address aggregate-level prediction problems is to t ad
hoc speci cations to historical data, and to extrapolate from these estimates
on the basis of conditioning information that is assumed to be known with
certainty1 .
This strategy faces formidable problems that exceed the usual diÆculties in predicting economic variables. One reason for these de ciencies is
the paucity of the data material, making precise estimation of historical relationships both between demographic and economic determinants and the
resulting migration streams, and the univariate prediction of those economic
variables very diÆcult. This concern is already relevant for demographic
variables, although one might reasonably well predict future population size
and age structure. It applies even more to the prediction of economic developments, such as changes in wages, income and employment. Typically,
forecasts in the literature do not address this problem of precision systematically.
The second, and conceptually more severe problem is the identi cation
problem that has to be solved satisfactorily for any valid extrapolation, irrespective of the available data points. In the particular case at hand, it is not
only the usual temporal invariance that would have to be imposed directly or
via the parameterization of trends in variables or relationships, but also the
additional invariance across space: often future migration is likely to take
place between origin and destination regions that do not share a common
history of migration. Moreover, the intertemporal pattern of regulations and
institutions relevant for migration streams, albeit endogenous to social and
1

economic changes, is often taken as exogenously given.
This paper will formally address this double extrapolation problem, with
an application to the case of EU enlargement and the ensuing expected migration streams from Eastern Europe after the associated changes in the
regulations concerning migration. The paper thus intends to contribute to
the clari cation of three important issues:
1. Speci c identi cation assumptions have to be invoked by every aggregate migration study. These assumptions might appear particularly restrictive in studies being motivated by microeconomic considerations; basing the
analysis on theoretical reasoning is necessary, though, if we want to improve
upon mechanical curve tting.
2. The role of demographic factors in the migration decision is widely
neglected; evaluating the size and impact of migration ows has to take into
account this major supply side factor. This holds particularly within the EU
which erects fairly low institutional barriers to migratory movements of their
own citizens.
3. Imposing more and more structure on the estimation of the determinants of aggregate migration ows has important consequences for the
forecasting of future migration ows; more structure typically reduces uncertainty within sample if the invoked assumptions are correct, but may not
necessarily lead to better forecasts.
The paper is structured into two major parts. Section 2 provides a selective survey of existing aggregate-level migration studies. The rst half of
this section is devoted to technical issues, emphasizing the characterization
of the particular empirical strategy chosen in each paper to identify the impact of explanatory demographic and economic factors on the magnitude of
migration ows. Here we aim at clarifying the implicit and explicit identication and invariance assumptions invoked by the migration literature. In
this context, the role of structural economic models as opposed to reducedform models as predictive tools is also discussed. Recent developments link
the migration literature to the macro-economic literature on convergence by
introducing political variables such as freedom and rule-of-law indices; the
predictive potential and the additional problems arising from such variables
2

are explored. The second half of section 2 provides a synoptic discussion of
the results of existing studies of aggregate migration ows to Germany, in the
light of these technical arguments; speci c emphasis is on the explanation of
agreement and disagreement between existing studies as results of the chosen
identi cation strategies.
The second part of the paper will develop our own approach to the particular problem of predicting future migration streams from Central and Eastern Europe to the West within a uni ed Europe. This topic has received
increased attention in recent years, with the answers varying substantially
across studies (cf. e.g. Bauer and Zimmermann (1999), Fertig (1999)
and Sinn (1999), (2000)). In section 3, we prepare this empirical application by formulating a generic theoretical model as a frame of reference,
and then discussing alternative identi cation assumptions. On the basis of
our Western data for the post-WW II period, we proceed in section 4 to
estimate the historical relationship between migration to Germany and its
aggregate-level determinants. We then use these estimates to generate concrete predictions of the immigration ows from Eastern Europe following EU
enlargement, with a focus on the impact of varying identi cation strategies
on these results.
In section 5, we summarize our results, both on the methodological lessons
to be drawn and the concrete results of our empirical application, and provide an agenda for further research on this issue.

2

The State of Discussion

In this section, we will provide a selective survey of existing aggregate-level
studies of international migration. Our review emphasizes the particular
empirical strategy chosen by each paper to identify the impact of explanatory demographic and economic factors on the magnitude of migration ows.
The aim of this focus is the clari cation of the implicit and explicit identi cation and invariance assumptions invoked by the migration literature. In this
context, the role of structural economic models as opposed to reduced-form
models as predictive tools will also be discussed.
3

2.1 Empirical Strategies and Identi cation
Assumptions
Empirical analyses of international migration typically rests on aggregate
data. In the particular case of (gross or net) emigration from a set of origin
countries to a single destination these models take the generic form:
ms;t = s + Xs;t

s

+ Æms;t

1

+ s;t

(1)

where ms;t typically denotes an appropriate measure of the aggregate migration rate (i.e. the actual migration as a proportion of potential migrants at
the origin) from sending country s in year t. The parameter s captures all
unobservable aspects of the process which are speci c to country s but constant over time, while the k-dimensional matrix Xs;t denotes the observable
time-varying characteristics of country s at time t (relative to the destination), and s and Æ are (vectors of) unknown parameters to be estimated.
Since the lagged dependent variable introduces dynamics into expression (1),
Æ < 1 is a necessary condition for the stationarity of the process. Finally, s;t
is the error term re ecting all unsystematic in uences on the process.
Variations of this generic form are typically more restrictive, either by expressing country-speci c intercepts as a linear combination of time-constant
observable characteristics, by restricting slope coeÆcients to be equal across
countries, s = 8s, by omitting the lagged dependent variable, or by a
combination of these restrictions. Usually, this model speci cation and the
concrete choice of explanatory factors included in X is more or less based on
microeconomic considerations relating the individual decision to migrate or
not to rational economic behavior in the context of utility or income maximization.
Building on a long-standing tradition of economic reasoning about the
determinants of migration, at the center of attention in such models are usually the economic variables collected in X. When social scientists rst started
thinking about the determinants of aggregate migration ows (a prominent
early contribution is Ravenstein (1889)), they did this in the demographically relatively homogenous context of internal migration. The large variety
of possible driving forces o ered by these contributions is a tribute to the
ingenuity of the social sciences in modeling human motivation and behavior.
Current studies typically follow the seminal paper by Sjastaad (1962) and
4

understand migration as an investment in human capital. This approach
assumes that in their individual decision agents weigh current cost of migration, direct as well as opportunity cost, against the stream of bene ts to be
expected after the move, most prominently increased wages.
Yet, both historical data as well as current accounts of the problem (see
for instance Plakans and Wetherell (1995) and Rogers and Castro
(1986)) demonstrate clearly that migration typically happens in a narrow
band of the life cycle, ranging from early adulthood to, at most, the prime
of the working career. Since the demographic structure usually varies much
more across countries than within regions of the same country { as a manifestation of di erences in fertility, mortality, and migration2 { one would
certainly expect deviations in this structure to be prime determinants of migration ows. Speci cally, the rst question should be about the size of the
population in the core migration age band { after all, it is not the individual
migration decision that an aggregate study wants to explain, but the convolution of individual decisions, motivated economically or otherwise, with
demographic structure.
Thus, in the context of international migration it seems rather unfortunate that current analysts often think rst and foremost about the economic
di erences when they attempt to assess migration potential (see for instance
Sinn (1999)). Conceptually, it is the very idea of migration as an investment in human capital that makes the ample supply of core age individuals
in the population of the origin countries a necessary prerequisite for economic
discrepancies to have an e ect on migration ows. Even in the presence of
substantial disadvantages in the standard of living, compared with the destination countries, will it be very unlikely that a demographically mature
society would produce substantial emigration ows.
In consequence, we would expect a complex interaction of indicators of
demographic structure with economic variables to yield superior explanatory
power for understanding emigration activity. That is, demographic characteristics such as the fraction of core age individuals in the sending country
do not simply appear as additional regressors, since this would assume that
all other regressors are taken to impact on aggregate migration rates (i.e.
actual migration relative to the population at the origin, irrespective of the
age composition of numerator or denominator) identically, whether the origin
5

country is relatively old or relatively young. In our own empirical approach,
we will deviate from the reviewed literature and move emigration rates from
within the core age group into the center of attention. Speci cally, we will
argue that for purposes of prediction the modeling strategy of choice should
be to start from a simple model of emigration rates among individuals of
core age. There are good reasons to be reluctant to augmenting this model
by notoriously diÆcult to predict economic information3.
In the received literature on international migration wages and employment or unemployment rates play a major role as regressors. Mostly, percapita incomes or the growth rate of income in sending and destination countries are taken as proxies for wages. Following Sjaastad (1962) and Harris and Todaro (1970) it is expected income which is the relevant income
measure for the migration decision. Expected income is typically de ned by
the wage times the probability of nding a job, where these variables are
approximated by per-capita income and the (un-)employment rate, respectively. In the empirical application, both variables are then typically either
entered separately into the regression, or parameter restrictions are imposed
a priori and, perhaps, tested statistically.
In addition, there are several other variables which are often employed
in empirical studies. For example, following the literature on international
trade relations, some papers set up a \gravity model" which includes the geographical distance in addition to the economic variables4. Another strand
of the literature focuses on potential network e ects in the migration decision proxied by the stock of migrants in the destination country (an alternative interpretation of this stock variable is given below). In addition, most
empirical studies employ a set of dummy variables to capture (often quite
persistent) institutional and/or legal aspects, like e.g. EU membership, a
common border or language. A more recent approach focuses on supply{
side non-linearities a la Kuznets and includes various measures for the level
of development and the political and human rights situation, (c.f. Vogler
and Rotte (2000)), in this equation. Alternatively, health measures or life
expectancy could be included. It has to be understood, that while their inclusion is based on underlying theoretical reasoning, the way these variables
enter the speci cation is still completely ad hoc.
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The counterfactual question implicitly asked by such a model is what
would have happened to immigration ows from a speci c country if one or
several of the explanatory factors were di erent. Unfortunately, one only
observes a country at any point in time with a single speci c con guration
of explanatory variables, making the decision to use a regression model such
as (1) a method of choice. This decision is not innocuous. Any particular
speci cation of this model necessarily invokes a set of a priori identi cation assumptions beyond the (log-) linearity of migration rates, enabling the
analyst to construct this unobserved counterfactual situation. These identication assumptions are assumed to be true for the purposes of the analysis
and their validity is not re ected in the usual measures of sampling variability
(Schmidt (1999)). Moreover, more restrictive assumptions will generally
reduce the remaining uncertainty within sample if these assumptions were
correct. However, the reduction of uncertainty within sample need not necessarily be accompanied by a smaller uncertainty out-of-sample, a principle
evidenced by the prominence of univariate prediction models in the analysis
of nancial markets.
Several di erent and non-exclusive identi cation assumptions are listed
below. They concern the level of aggregation (1. and 2.), the loss of information from focusing on selected origins and destinations (3.), restrictions
on the parameters (4.), and restrictions on the disturbance process (5.).
1. "Population Homogeneity" : Using the aggregate migration rate requires the assumption that this rate accurately re ects the average
individual probability of migration for individuals from origin country
s. The implicit assumption of no positive or negative selection due to
unobservables is particularly severe, since nearly every individual characteristic, like education, marital status etc., is unobservable on the
aggregate level. If this assumption is violated, using aggregate gures
like the per-capita income or unemployment rates in the explanation of
the migration decision is misleading since these gures do not describe
the economic opportunities of the migrants correctly.
2. "Participation Assumption" : Using aggregate (un-)employment rates
as proxy for individual probabilities to nd a job requires the assumption that participation issues play no substantial role (Dustmann and
7

Schmidt (2000)),

particularly since empirical studies usually do not
distinguish between male and female immigrants.

3. "Stability of Alternative Destinations" : Focusing the analysis on permanent immigration from di erent origin countries into one destination
country requires the assumption that immigration into other potential
destination countries varied proportionally to observed migration ows
over the considered time horizon. For instance, if a substantial increase
in immigration gures to Germany from, say, Turkey is accompanied
by a moderate increase in the income di erential between Turkey and
Germany one would conclude that this moderate increase has led to the
greater in ow. But if, at the same time, economic prospects in other
potential destination countries deteriorated considerably, the great increase in immigration to Germany might simply stem from a redirection
of ows. This argument naturally extends to the implied stability of
the political and institutional environment.
4. "No Country{Speci c E ects" : Using an overall constant, i.e. s = 
8s instead of country{speci c intercepts requires that there be no persistent country{speci c determinants of aggregate migration streams5 .
With the inclusion of country{speci c intercepts, the identi cation of
the s exclusively stems from the time{varying components of the Xs;t
matrix. The latter, however, are typically restricted to equality, i.e.
s = , if one intends to allow for country-speci c intercepts.
5. "Spherical Disturbances" : In the case of pooled data sets, parameter estimation by pooled OLS invokes a set of severe covariance restrictions.
Speci cally, this estimation procedure requires the assumptions of homoscedasticity across regions and time, no correlation across regions,
and no autocorrelation across time. For a suÆciently heterogenous
sample of sending countries this seems to be very implausible. For example, if there are unobserved shocks which a ect migration streams
from di erent countries in a similar manner, observed migration gures
may be correlated across groups. Also, it is quite plausible that there
may be shocks which will lead to a correlation across time. Finally,
the sheer di erence in magnitude of in ows from di erent countries of
origin may lead to a non-constant variance across countries.
Our selective review of studies of aggregate international migration ows
will demonstrate that assumptions (1.) to (3.) are typically not questioned,
8

while some studies introduce country-speci c e ects s at the expense of (4.),
and others model their error process more carefully in a weakening of (5.).
Naturally, none of the studies works without identi cation restrictions.

2.2 Results of Existing Studies
This section will synoptically discuss the results of selected existing studies
of aggregate immigration ows to Germany in the light of these identi cation
assumptions. Speci c emphasis will be on the explanation of agreements and
disagreements between existing studies as results of the chosen identi cation
strategies.

Table 1: Existing aggregate{level studies of migration to Germany (around

here)

The literature on empirical investigations of aggregate immigration ows
to Germany is quite scarce. An early contribution is the analysis of migrant
ows from Greece to Germany by Katseli and Glytsos (1986). In terms
of the generic expression (1), we necessarily have s = 1 in this paper. Overall, the employment rates in both countries are statistically signi cant in
almost all variants of the basic speci cation, whereas for the most part the
real income variables, the lagged dependent variable as well as the additional
variables are not.
utilize pooled cross section-time series
data, that is s = , to analyze aggregate migration ows to Germany for
a sample of 17 countries of origin and a time period covering 1964-88. The
authors perform two pooled OLS regressions of the net migration rate on different sets of explanatory variables. One regression uses a common constant,
i.e. s = , and another employs country{speci c intercepts. The di erent
sets of explanatory variables include the lagged migration rate, the per capita
income ratio between Germany and the origin countries as well as the growth
rates of per capita income and lags of these variables, a measure of average
schooling in the sending country, a dummy variable for EU membership and
di erent interaction terms of this dummy variable with all other variables.
The sample was split into the two sub-periods 1964-73 and 1974-88. The
xed{e ects speci cation was rejected; the results of the speci cation with
a common intercept indicate no statistically signi cant e ect of the income
Karras and Chiswick (1999)
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ratio and the schooling measure for the rst sub-sample. The lagged net
migration rate and the income growth rate in Germany were statistically
signi cant in both sub-samples.
A similar approach is used by Fertig (1999). The author also uses a
pooled cross section-time series dataset for 17 countries of origin and a period
covering 1960-1994. The estimation equation speci es the rst di erence of
the net migration rate in terms of the changes and the levels of the per capita
income ratio (in PPP) between Germany and the sending countries as well
as the changes and levels of the employment rates of the respective countries. In addition the stock of migrants, the lagged level of the net migration
rate and two dummy variables for EU membership and the German guest
worker system of the 1960's and 70's are included. The model is speci ed
with country{speci c intercepts, i.e.  = s and estimated by iterative GLS.
The restrictions on the disturbance matrix are relaxed in a stepwise process leading to groupwise heteroscedastic and correlated disturbances. The
estimation results suggest a statistically signi cant positive impact of the
income di erential, the employment rate in Germany and the dummy variable re ecting EU membership as well as a statistically signi cant negative
e ect of the employment rate in the sending countries and the lagged level
of the migration rate on observed immigration ows. The stock of migrant
measure and the dummy variable for the guest worker years were statistically
insigni cant. The author also performed forecasting scenarios for future migration streams from Eastern Europe which support the view of positive
albeit moderate future in ows from those countries. The predicted gures
for the rst-round candidates varied between 32,900 and 36,300 immigrants
per year between 1995 and 2015.
On the basis of a substantially wider set of origin countries Vogler and
Rotte (2000) address the complex set of issues associated with the relation of migration and economic development, political freedom, rule of law,
and democracy. Speci cally, their dataset contains immgration ows by asylum seekers for a sample of 86 Asian and African countries between 1981
and 1995 as well as indices of political participation opportunities (Freedom
House Index ) and political violence (Political Terror Scale ) in the respective sending country. In addition, these authors try to account for changing
emigration activity in the course of development, similar to the argument
10

raised in Faini and Venturini (1994). The random{e ects panel data
estimates of Vogler and Rotte (2000) suggest a positive impact of economic di erences between Germany and the countries of origin which declines
in magnitude over time. The results also suggest an important role for nancial restrictions and migrant networks in explaining the migration decision.
Overall, these previous studies provide an interesting, albeit not completely satisfying account of aggregate migration ows to Germany during the
past decades. Speci cally, the most prominent factors which are accounted
for, such as wages or unemployment rates, do not yield stable results. Conceptually, in our view, most problematic in the explanation of emigration
ows is the omission of source country{speci c heterogeneity, accounting for
which requires access to panel data. That is, studies which impose a common intercept term either follow an implicit assumption that no important
persistent di erences in migration activity exist across source countries, or
that this variation across countries is orthogonal to the other determinants
included in the speci cation. Yet, even under this latter, quite restrictive implicit assumption, most studies tend not to provide the most eÆcient (GLS)
estimator but rather LS estimates (an exception is Fertig (1999)).
We have argued here that discrepancies in the demographic structure of
source and destination countries might be an important, perhaps the crucial driving force behind migration. Yet, demographic characteristics of the
source countries are hardly a prominent factor in the existing studies. If demographic and economic factors are highly correlated, using economic predictors might alleviate this problem somewhat { but in terms of explaining
migration ows, accepting this argument raises a critical shadow of doubt
on existing estimates. The existing evidence also suggests that there is considerable temporal persistence in the process, although none of these studies
(except Fertig (1999)) modeled cyclical variation in migration activity
which a ected origin countries together.
Moreover, since prediction was not the major objective of most of these
studies, their potential as the basis of such predictions is in doubt. Specifically, it was the declared aim to provide a maximal t to the historical
data, leading to a relatively large set of conditioning variables. Not only will
a good within-sample t not necessarily guarantee a satifactory predicitve
performance out-of-sample, but predictions of migration rates will require
11

predictions of the conditioning variables. The large set of controls included
in these studies will make this task extremly diÆcult. This problem will
be relatively moderate though, if the set of conditioning variables is exclusively demographic { demographic developments can usually be predicted
relatively well, since most people present tomorrow have typically been born
in this country already today.

3

Prediction of Future Migration Flows to
Germany

This section develops our own approach to the problem of predicting future
migration streams from Eastern Europe to the West within a uni ed Europe,
including the rst-round accession candidates, i.e. Czech Republic, Estonia,
Hungary, and Poland. The rst subsection brie y describes the Eastern
European countries with a special emphasis on demographic developments.
Finally, subsection 3.2 outlines the utilized model and describes the employed
estimation technique.

3.1 The Crucial Role of Demographics
In a legal framework like that of the European Union with only small institutional barriers to internal migration, demographics are a major determinant
of immigration streams. For a discussion of the potential size as well as the
ensuing impact of immigration it is therefore necessary to take into account
demographic factors. Germany for instance experienced a substantial in ow
in the post-1950 era (e.g. Schmidt and Zimmermann (1992)). Gross immigration amounted to 25.5 million up to 1990, and net migration was around
10 million people. In addition, after 1990 with the demise of communism in
Eastern Europe and the civil wars in former Yugoslavia a remarkable in ow
of \ethnic Germans" (Aussiedler ) and war refugees was added. Demographic
aspects have played an important role in this impressive immigration record
for two reasons.
First, there has been a remarkable life-cycle pattern in the in ux of immigrants to Germany (cf. Schmidt (2000)); many immigrants have been
12

young adults. In addition, during the rst years of the post-1950 era most
of the net migration comprised males, thereby con rming the view of the
typical migrant being a young male worker. This observation is a direct reection of the fact that Germany actively recruited so{called guest workers
which were typically young males. While the age structure of the in ux has
changed over time, particularly after the halt in active recruitment in 1974,
this observation nevertheless emphasizes that migration activity is crucially
determined by the size of young cohorts at the origin. This general conclusion is unlikely to change when considering future migration potential from
the EU accession candidates. Thus, in our own approach to its prediction,
we concentrate on the characterization of the size of the population at these
origins, speci cally among more recent cohorts.
Second, these relatively young immigrants displayed a higher survival rate
than the relatively old indigenous population. Moreover, even if one assumes
that fertility rates are not higher for migrants than for natives of the same
birth cohort, the fact that the largest part of the migrant population is in
prime childbearing age has contributed substantially to the growth of the migrant population over time (cf. Schmidt (2000)). Potentially, there might
be an important dynamic impact of this migrant stock on future immigration to be expected. However, as the following discussion demonstrates, its
direction is indeterminate, suggesting to start the prediction exercise with a
static model of migration.
Past immigration ows and the resulting stock of immigrants in a speci c
destination country may have several implications for the individual migration decision and, therefore, current migration ows. A part of the literature
on the migration decision tries to take into account so called network e ects.
If people already living in a foreign country help their friends and relatives to
get started, e.g. in nding accommodation or jobs, this e ect would induce
chain migration. This hypothesis might be captured empirically by the stock
of previous immigrants to a country. Several empirical papers indeed suggest
that there has been a positive e ect of previous migration on contemporary
migration. However, network e ects are not the only possible interpretation for this pattern. For instance, as already pointed out by Greenwood
(1975), the stock of migrants could also be seen as a proxy for an informal
information ow between the sending country and the potential destination
countries.
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One could imagine that for a potential migrant there are two principal
channels of information ows concerning the economic opportunities at the
destination. One channel are the publicly available statistics on oÆcial unemployment rates and per{capita income provided by the statistical oÆces
or the media, while the second comprises informal information by compatriots already living in the possible target country. While the oÆcial statistics
are certainly a good starting point for the formation of expectations on the
economic prospects at the destination, they rarely re ect the relevant opportunities accurately, especially if skills acquired at the origin are not fully
transferable to the destination country. In Germany, for instance, new immigrants are competing with low{skilled native workers and previous immigrants in a small range of occupations where unemployment is higher than
the national average (cf. e.g. Schmidt (1997)). This implies that their employment prospects would be overestimated by the average unemployment
rate and that informal information ows could very well lead to a reduced
migrant in ux as the population of compatriots accumulates over time.
Thus, the relationship between size and structure of the immigrant population at the destination and prospective migrant in ux is intricate. Moreover, a closer look at cohort speci c emigration rates (cf. Baevre et al.
(2000) for the case of Norwegian emigration) suggests that there is a negative e ect of emigration of members of one cohort on future emigration
from the same cohort. This observation is in line with the hypothesis that
the propensity to migrate may be heterogenous and the individuals with the
highest propensity are migrating rst. Alternatively, the emigration of a
part of a cohort reduces the labor market competition for the stayers and
reduces their incentives to migrate6. On balance, these arguments suggest
a conservative approach to the prediction of future migration ows which
de{emphasizes the dynamic impact of previous on current immigration.
Both the general historical evidence (cf. Plakans and Wetherell
(1995)) and these observations on the speci c case of post{WW II Germany
have induced us to pursue a modeling strategy emphasizing demographics
while absorbing the { slowly changing over time and diÆcult to predict { economic di erences between origin and destination regions into region{speci c
factors, and an autocorrelated error{component common to all origins. Most
importantly, following the received literature in trying to explain observed
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aggregate migration ows mainly by economic variables, like di erences in
per{capita incomes, while omitting demographics, might not be very promising. These variables typically re ect economic opportunities of average natives at the origin and at the destination, not of those individuals facing the
migration decision.
Moreover, di erences in economic opportunities are relevant only to a
fraction of the population, that in the core age{group of migration. In the
extreme, very large cross{country di erences in economic opportunities might
not induce any migration worth mentioning, if the population in the origin
region mostly comprises old men and women. What we therefore suggest
to use instead of the usual migration rates are core age migration rates, describing migration activity only among the young. Alternatively, we will use
age structure as a regressor in the empirical model, thereby probing the robustness of our predictions. Before we proceed to develop our parsimonious
model of migration, we will brie y characterize the demographic structure of
the prospective EU accession countries.
The most likely candidate countries for the rst round of EU enlargement
towards Central and Eastern Europe are the three Eastern European NATO
members Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland as well as one Baltic country,
Estonia. These four countries (henceforth denoted as CEEC-4 ) currently
comprise some 60 million inhabitants and are quite heterogeneous in their
economic and demographic characteristics. They also exhibit remarkable differences compared to Germany. Most importantly, post{WW II population
dynamics as well as WW II itself have left their imprint on the population
age structure of these countries (cf. also Schmidt (1996)).
Whereas Germany experienced a decade of high birth rates in the late
1950's and early 1960's, the CEEC-4 experienced such a baby{boom directly
after the end of WW II. Therefore, at the end of the 20th century the population age distribution varies considerably between possible origin countries
and the potential destination of migrant ows. For 1993 (1990 for Germany)
Figure 1 documents a relatively high proportion of people in the age group
[20-29] for Germany, while the CEEC-4 display substantially higher population shares among the very young [< 20]. These cohorts and their children
will be the prime candidates for the migration to the West that might be
expected after EU enlargement.
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Figure 1: Population by Age Groups { CEEC-4 vs. Germany (around

here)

Moreover, whereas mortality rates remained relatively stable during the
1990's (cf. United Nations (1996)), there was a remarkable decline in
birth rates in the beginning of the 1990's for all of the CEEC-4, thereby
moderating future migration pressure. In our predictions we will try to defend ourselves against a downward bias in predicted migration ows and
predict the CEEC-4 population into the future using relatively high fertility
rates (see below). It is the predicted (young) population at the origin that,
together with our estimates of migration rates will then lead to predicted
migration ows.
The considerable di erences in economic indicators between the four accession candidate countries and Germany as well as among the CEEC-4 themselves, have led some economists to conclude that there is a vast migration
potential in the CEEC-4 just waiting for the starting signal to launch their
march to the West and especially to Germany (cf. the controversial views
in Bauer and Zimmermann (1999), Fertig (1999), and Sinn (1999),
(2000)). By contrast, economic di erences and their certainly imprecise
predictions into the future are not discussed at length in this contribution,
releaving us from the requirement to construct convergence scenarios between
East and West.
Rather, we utilize our arguments on the crucial role of demographic factors for our predictions which enables us to assess the migration potential
without a large range of daring assumptions on the evolution of conditioning variables. Implicitly, this presumes that economic di erences are either
persistent enough in the short{ and medium{term to be absorbed in the
country{speci c intercept of the migration rate equations or are correlated
enough to be absorbed by the time varying error component. The convincing
choice of the country{speci c intercept for countries for which no previous
migration record exists is therefore the principal conceptual challenge for the
prediction { yet, this has not been adressed formally in any of the previous
papers on this topic.
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3.2 Theoretical Model and Alternative Identi cation
Assumptions
We will prepare the empirical application by the formulation of a generic
model of aggregate migration ows to a single destination as a frame of reference. Within this framework we are then able to discuss a variety of identi cation assumptions and corresponding speci cations of the model. The
simplest conceivable model of aggregate migration rates would be in terms of
orthogonal country{ and time{speci c components, drawn from a common
distribution of e ects, respectively. In such a variance-components model
(in a di erent context, a similar model is employed by Ashenfelter and
Card (1985)) the migration rate ms;t in the relevant age range for origin
country s = 1; ::; S and period t = 1; :::; T , consists of an overall intercept
term , a random component speci c to country s but persistent over time
s , a component speci c to time periods but relevant for all countries at this
point in time t , and an unpredictable white noise error term s;t .
In e ect, we have
ms;t =  + s + t + s;t :

(2)

The country-speci c component s captures all aspects of the process determining migration from s to the destination country which tend to persist over
time, such as a common (colonial) history, climate and distance, a common
language or border but also persistent economic di erences. This formulation
enables us to characterize the distribution from which the country{speci c
intercept term of those future migration countries is chosen for which no previous immigration record is available.
The period{speci c component t re ects all determinants of migration
activity which vary over time but operate in all countries identically during
the same period. A case in point could be any uctuations in economic activity in the destination country, for instance in aggregate labor demand. Even
in this basic model we would be very hesitant to exclude correlation of this
factor across periods. Modeling the autocorrelation of this factor will therefore be central to our application. Speci cally, we will model this process
as an autoregressive process of rst order. In brief, the stochastic structure of the process (there are naturally no correlations across the variance
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components) is
s  (0; s2 ); t

 (0; t2; ); s;t  (0; s;t2 ):

(3)

In our empirical work we will solve the estimation problem by using
Method of Moments techniques. Intuitively, the idea behind Method of Moments is estimating the unknown parameters by matching the theoretical
population moments, which are functions of the unknown parameters, with
the appropriate sample moments (Harris and Matyas (1998)). Formally,
the rst step in this endeavour is to de ne the moment conditions. We want
to estimate from our observed sample fms;t ; s = 1; :::; S ; t = 1; :::; T g a p  1
vector  of unknown parameters with true value 0 . If f (ms;t ; ms ;t ; ) denotes a continuous q  1 vector function of  and E (f (ms;t ; ms ;t ; )) exists
and is nite for all s; s0; t; t0 and , then E (f (ms;t ; ms ;t ; 0 )) = 0 are the
moment conditions.
0

0

0

0

0

0

2
In our application the vector of unknown parameters is  = ( s2 t2  s;t
)
and the moment conditions are

0

g0
g1
g2
g3
g4







E (ms;t )
V ar(ms;t )
Cov (ms;t ; ms ;t )
Cov (ms;t ; ms; )
Cov (ms;t ; ms ; )
0

0

=
=
=
=
=


2
t2
+ s2 + s;t
t2
f or s 6= s0
j
t j 2
2
 t + s
jt  j t2
f or s 6= s0 :

(4)

The moment conditions g3 and g4 imply that the covariance of migration
rates over time jointly re ects country{speci c variation and persistence of
the process. If one restricted  to zero, all this covariance would be attributed
to country{speci c e ects.

P P

Let us;t = f (ms;t ; ms ;t ; 0 ) denote the Method of Moments disturbance
and assume that fms;t g is a stationary process. Let fS;T () = (ST ) 1 Ss=1 Tt=1
f (ms;t ; ms ;t ; ) denote the sample moments corresponding to the moment
conditions and de ne the criterion function QS;T () = fS;T () AfS;T (), where
A is a stochastic positive de nite matrix. Then the Generalized Method of
Moments (GMM) estimator of  is
0

0

0

0

0

^S;T = argmin QS;T ()
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(5)

Given a number of assumptions (Harris and Matyas (1998), p. 11-21)
the GMM estimator is weakly consistent and asymptotically normally distributed.
If the number of moment conditions is equal to the number of parameters
to be estimated, the above system is exactly identi ed. Then the GMM estimator does not depend on the choice of the distance matrix A and collapses
to the Method of Moment estimator. However, if the system is overidenti ed,
i.e. if q > p, di erent GMM estimators are obtained for di erent distance
matrices. The choice of the distance matrix that results in an asymptotically
eÆcient GMM estimator is the long-run covariance matrix p
V of the GMM
disturbance us;t . Given this choice of the distance matrix ST (S;T 0 )
has an asymptotic normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix (F V 1 F ) 1, where F denotes the matrix of derivatives of the moment
conditions with respect to the parameters.
0

With a consistent estimator V^ for V in hand one will be able to obtain
^S;T by setting A = V^ 1 . The resulting estimator is called the optimal or
eÆcient GMM estimator given f (ms;t ; ms ;t ; ). The estimated standard errors of this optimal GMM estimator are then obtained as the square roots
of the diagonal elements of (ST ) 1 fFST V^ 1 FST g 1 . Furthermore, given the
optimal choice of the weighting matrix the resulting value of the criterion
function can be used as a test statistic for the detection of mis{speci cation,
since (ST ) 1 QS;T (^) is asymptotically distributed as 2 with the number of
overidentifying restrictions as the appropriate degrees of freedom. In our application, we estimate the long run covariance matrix V as a diagonal matrix
using the empirical moments in the sample.
0

0

0

4

Estimation Results and Forecasting
Scenarios

On the basis of our Western data for the post-WW II period, we will now
estimate the historical relationship between migration to Germany and its
aggregate-level demographic determinants, and use these estimates to generate concrete predictions of the immigration ows from Eastern Europe
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following EU enlargement. To explore the robustness of our predictions we
will contrast three di erent speci cations of our model. In a rst speci cation, we model the overall migration rate (the migrant ow relative to the
population at the origin) using our most parsimonious variance{components
formulation.
A second speci cation concentrates on the population of core age (less
than 39 years of age), retaining the parsimonious empirical speci cation.
This strategy requires that we prepare the estimation by a careful transformation of the available data. Finally, the time{varying age structure in
the various origin countries is used as a regressor parameterizing the mean
migration rate . In all variants of the model we contrast exactly identi ed
and overidenti ed speci cations. Before we proceed to reporting our estimation results, we brie y introduce the data material and the preliminary data
transformations necessitated by our approach.

4.1 Data and Variable Construction
Our sample consists of observed migration streams from 17 countries of origin
(Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France, Greece,
Italy, Yugoslavia, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Turkey, United
Kingdom, and USA) for the time period covering 1960 to 1997. Therefore,
the number of observations is 646. Immigration gures comprise in ows and
out ows of foreigners only, while the ows from and to the numerically negligible CEEC-4 were excluded from the sample. In e ect, we have to predict
the net migration from the CEEC-4 not only out of the temporal sample
experience, but also out of the realm of the observed origin countries. Since
the data only comprises foreigners, for the years after 1990 the substantial in ow of ethnic Germans (Aussiedler ) is not taken into account. The
migration data stems from German Federal Statistical OÆce (Statistisches
Bundesamt ), which also provides information on the population by birth cohorts in Germany. Population data for the sample countries as well as the
CEEC-4 is reported in the Demographic Yearbook published annually by the
United Nations.
In our estimations we utilize two di erent dependent variables. In a rst
variant we use the standard net migration rate, i.e. net migration from coun20

try s in year t divided by the stock of population in the respective country
and year, as dependent variable. In a second variant, following our reasoning
outlined above, the dependent variable is the \age adjusted" net migration
rate, i.e. the ow of migrants from s at time t in the core age group (0
to 39 years of age) divided by the population in s and t in this age group.
These migration rates, however, are neither observable directly nor can they
be constructed from the available oÆcial statistics. Therefore, we employ a
simple population accounting approach which enables us to construct such
rates.
Speci cally, immigration gures have generally been recorded as an aggregate over all ages. To calculate the number of immigrants from any particular
country of origin, we would like to correct observed overall in ux from that
source country by an appropriate correction factor lying between 0 and 1 and
varying over time. While we are not be able to separately construct such a
correction factor for each origin country, we are able to o er an estimate of
the aggregate net in ux by age for each individual year of the sample period (cf. Schmidt (2000) for details). The desired time{varying correction
factor is derived by tracking individual birth cohorts through time in a variant of the life-table survival method. Abstaining from distinguishing natives
and migrants along any other dimension than age and gender, this method
applies a life-table to a census count to project survivors at either past or
future time points.
The di erence between the projected number of survivors and the enumerated population at that time is then taken as the estimated net migration,
with an estimated migration gure for each individual year of age. The net
immigration measured for each individual birth cohort in the sample range
can then be accumulated appropriately for each year t to estimate the net
immigration in a certain age range. Since mortality only changes slowly
over time, the survival probabilities are taken from the 1970/72 lifetable for
Germany and, thus, describe most accurately the middle of the observation
period. In the calculations, identical conditional survival probabilities are
applied to natives and migrants already present in the destination country.
The primary basis for the population data employed here are the census
waves of 1950, 1961, 1970, and 1987. Annual data are updates based on
community registers of births, deaths and relocation.
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For both dependent variables the variance components{model of section
3 is estimated by the Generalized Method of Moments. In addition, in the
model for the standard migration rate, the constant overall intercept is parameterized in a third variation of the model as a linear function of the share
of young inhabitants (0-39 years) in the various origin countries yielding a
sixth parameter to be estimated. In all three cases, the estimation procedure comprises two di erent speci cations. Firstly, we estimate an exactly
identi ed system, where we chose ve (six) moment restrictions in order
to estimate the ve (six) unknown parameters of the model. Secondly, we
overidentify the system by imposing two (one) additional moment restrictions, thus yielding seven moment restrictions for the estimation of ve (six)
parameters. Obviously, the criterion function evaluated at the nal estimates
need not necessarily yield a value of zero. Therefore, one has to test whether
these additional overidentifying restrictions hold in the data.

4.2 Parameter Estimates
GMM estimation results for the standard migration rates as dependent variables are reported in Table 2. The rst column shows the results for the
exactly identi ed system whereas results for the overidenti ed system are
reported in the last column. Our interpretation and our simulations (see
below) will focus on the overidenti ed model.

Table 2: GMM results { standard migration rates (100) (around here)
The average migration rate for the typical origin country during the sample period was approximately 0.03 percent of its population. Around this
average value, we observe a substantial uctuation across space and time
with all variance components being estimated quite precisely. The country{
speci c variance component is estimated to account for more than a third of
the overall variation, despite allowing for persistence in the temporal error
component.
By contrast, this variance component being common to all countries is
estimated to be relatively small in magnitude, although the large value of the
autoregressive parameter indicates that any shock to aggregate migration activity typically has a long{lasting impact. Close inspection of the predicted
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values of the time{speci c component over the sample period indicates that
migration activity to Germany was relatively low at the end of the 1990's.
Finally, the computed value 4.22 of the test statistic implies that the null
hypothesis that the overidentifying restrictions hold is not rejected at any
reasonable level of signi cance.

Table 3: GMM results { \age adjusted" migration rates (100) (around

here)

The results of the GMM estimation with the \age adjusted" net migration
rates as dependent variable are reported in Table 3. Again, the rst column contains the exactly identi ed and column two the overidenti ed model.
As was to be expected, the overall average of the migration rate among the
young is relatively high, approximately 0.04 percent. Estimation results for
the variance components are qualitatively very similar to those reported in
the previous table, and are again estimated quite precisely. The country{
speci c component accounts for approximately one third of the overall variance, the time{speci c component is of relatively minor magnitude but of
remarkable persistence. Again the overidenti cation test indicates a satisfactory performance of the model speci cation.
Finally, Table 4 reports the results of tting a third speci cation to the
data which parametrizes the overall constant to be a linear function of the
share of young individuals (0-39 years of age) in the population. Of course,
the average migration rate is again estimated to be 0.03 percent for a country
with the typical age{structure (almost 60 percent being younger than 40).
Any origin country whose age structure deviates by the share of younger
individuals being, say, 5 percentage points higher than the average, will typically display an increase in its migration rate to almost 0.06 percent.

Table 4: GMM results { age{share as regressor (100) (around here)
The importance of the country{speci c variance component is only slightly
reduced in these estimates, indicating relatively persistent age{shares during
the sample period. No substantial impact can be detected on the estimate
of the persistence parameter as well. Overall, these results seem su ciently
stable to serve as the basis for our predictions. In particular, the variation captured by the variance components implies that the location of any
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prospective origin country in the distribution of country{speci c e ects will
be decisive for the predicted accumulation over time of migration ows from
that source. The temporal component will { due to its negative value at
the end of the sample period { likely dampen prospective migration ows for
several years to come. To ward o any downward bias in our predictions, we
will disregard this dampening factor in our simulations.

4.3 Forecasting Scenarios
Our approach identi es the overall population size in the CEEC-4 and its
age{structure as the principal driving forces of future migration to Germany.
To predict future migration ows, we therefore need the projected population size and age structure for these countries. Starting from the current
age structure, we again construct these demographic projections using the
German life-table of 1970/72, ignoring any loss of population due to emigration, and predicting the birth of future cohorts according to a common set of
age{speci c fertility rates. Speci cally, it is assumed that reproduction rates
in the CEEC-4 do not di er substantially from that observed for a typical cohort of post-WW II German women, the cohort born in 1936, which started
its reproduction around 1950 and continued up to approximately 1984.
While initially the Polish population is relatively young, indicating a relatively high migration potential, that of Hungary is relatively old, with Estonia and the Czech Republic being somewhere in between. Neither country
displays a spectacularly high share of young individuals, and the overall development is towards an ageing population, a phenomenon quite familiar
from Western economies. Our particular choice of demographic parameters
is likely to over{predict the young population. In our projections we combine
this predicted age structure for each year 1998 to 2017 with our estimated
parameters reported in the previous section.
Since the CEEC-4 have no previous record of migration to Germany,
choosing the likely location of the country{speci c intercepts in the distribution whose variance has been estimated from the data for those countries
which actually had such a migration record is of crucial importance for the
validity of the results. To explore the impact of di erent invariance assumptions, we compare scenarios for the \typical country" with s = 0 with a
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\high{emigration" country whose value of s is determined as plus one standard deviation apart from the typical country.
For both principal scenarios we predict migration to Germany over the
period 1998 to 2017 using the standard migration rates applied to overall
population (scenarios I and IV in Table 5) and to the overall population
and age{structure (scenarios III and VI), and using the age{adjusted migration rates (scenarios II and V). Using the latter implicitly assumes that it is
only the net migration of the young that is of importance in the future, and
that the migration of old individuals that we observe in the historical data
exclusively re ected the speci c institutional setting before the turn of the
century.

Table 5: Summary of Forecasting Scenarios 1998-2017 (around here)
Irrespective of the particular speci cation chosen for the predictions, it is
the choice of the country{speci c component that is decisive for the magnitude of the forecasts. If the CEEC-4 behaved as a typical source country for
the migration to Germany, annual net migration for all four countries taken
together would uctuate around 15 to 18 thousand individuals during the
forecasting period, leading to an accumulated gure of 300 to 400 thousand
people by 2017. By contrast, if it were a high{emigration region, between
49 and 63 thousand people would arrive in Germany { net of countervailing
emigration ows { each year, leading to an accumulated in ux of between
900 thousand and 1.2 million people.
Although this gure is much higher than those of the scenarios I to III, it
nevertheless seems moderate when compared to the high gures that fuel the
public debate on this issue. While we explicitly refrain from any more concrete speculation on the impact that the large initial di erences in economic
prosperity between the CEEC-4 and the rest of the EU might have on the
country{speci c components to be realized, the high{immigration scenarios
are likely to provide an upper bound on what to expect after EU accession
of the CEEC-4.
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5

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have reviewed aggregate-level migration studies with a
particular emphasis on their potential and their limits as tools for forecasting future migration streams. As we have emphasized, the task of assessing
migration potential and predicting future migration ows requires strong
identi cation assumptions to hold, particularly when following the usual approach of tting a relatively saturated speci cation to the observed migration
data, typically including a substantial number of economic variables on the
right-hand side of the regression. Over and above the necessary assumptions
of temporal stability of the behavioral relationships, one has to have a relatively precise notion about the development of these conditioning variables
in the future. Unfortunately and in contrast to key demographic variables,
economic variables are notoriously diÆcult to predict.
Moreover, whenever a new origin region enters the scene, the extrapolation exercise has to extend from predictions out of the sample horizon to
predictions out of the spatial realm of experience. This requirement is an
almost prohibitive challenge to any saturated model of aggregate migration
intensity. The speci c application that our paper addresses is the prediction
of migration ows to be expected from the most likely accession countries in
Eastern Europe. No previous migration record to Germany exists for these
countries that can be used to gauge future emigration propensities from these
countries, once they were to enjoy the freedom-of-movement privileges held
by other EU member countries. Consequently, it hardly seems surprising
that current predictions of the expected migration ows from these countries
appear to vary widely.
In developing our own approach to the problem, we depart from the received migration literature { whose emphasis is typically on the explanation
of migration activity, not its prediction into the future { and pursue a very
parsimonious speci cation of migration rates that is tted to historical data
on the German post-WW II immigration experience. Its formulation explicitly allows for persistent economic and non-economic di erences to be
captured by a set of country-speci c random e ects which, together with a
time-speci c and a white noise component drive the uctuation of migration
rates around its average across time and space. The relative magnitudes of
these unobserved orthogonal variance components lends itself naturally to a
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discussion of the prediction problem raised by EU enlargement.
Speci cally, if the new EU members were to display the emigration behavior to Germany that has characterized the typical origin country during
the (high{immigration) post-WW II era, prospective net immigration would
be of almost negligible magnitude. If, by contrast, they were to display a
substantially more pronounced emigration propensity, future net immigration could be much larger, albeit still relatively moderate when considering
the gures circulating in the public debate on this issue. Notably, while
the proponents of large migration forecasts are likely to emphasize the large
economic di erences between the prospective EU members and the existing
member states, it is very diÆcult to predict { if it materializes at all { the
pace of any economic convergence towards the EU average within the next
two or three decades. Moreover, the existing migration literature does not
at all provide a convincing body of evidence for the actual relevance of economic variables to migration activity. At best, this evidence is mixed. It is
also quite likely that the large economic discrepancies are balanced to some
degree by considerable migration cost.
Most importantly, our approach to the problem emphasizes the crucial
role of demographics for what is primarily a demographic process. It is the
size of the population in the origin region, and particularly the size of the
young population which is of principal importance for the expected migration
ows. Large uctuations in economic di erences would exert little impact on
migration activity, if the population in the source regions were to be old, a
simple truth that seems to be neglected in many migration forecasts. Thus,
in combining the estimates from our parsimoniously speci ed model for the
aggregate migration rate with the projected population size and structure in
the prospective EU member countries, we have exploited the fact that demographic circumstances can be predicted relatively precisely into the future.
To assess the robustness of our forecasts to a variation of the model structure we have pursued several speci cations and several forecast scenarios, all
yielding qualitatively similar results. If our emphasis were on explaining past
migration behavior, rather than forecasting into the future and into di erent
spatial circumstances, we would of course have pursued less parsimonious
speci cations, a task that we leave to future research.
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Endnotes

There are two prominent alternatives to this approach: (i) using intentions data (e.g. Papapaganos et. al. (2000), Bauer and Zimmermann
(1999)) { since it is the manifestation of intentions, not some verbal account
of desires, which are at issue, this approach risks being very unreliable; (ii)
inference based on historical precedent { very rarely will it be possible to
detect a closely comparable situation in historical data, however, making it
very likely that this approach remains anecdotal.
1

These di erences are caused by underlying forces such as { among others
{ participation in wars (see for instance the comparison of Germany, Poland
and Sweden, and the e ect of WW II on their respective population age
structure in Schmidt (1996)), di erences in the system of education and
public health (in developing countries, education of the mother is a prime
determinant of fertility and child mortality, and child mortality is still substantially di erent from that in the OECD), or di erences in tax or social
security systems.
2

The received literature frequently pays particular attention to the distinction of economic and non{economic migrants, with the latter comprising
migrants pursuing family re{uni cation and political and war refugees. Our
argument applies to voluntary migration.
3

Needless to say that this precludes a separate inclusion of countryspeci c e ects.
4

Country xed e ects are a problem for forecasting future streams from
countries not being in the sample. However, this problem may be solved
by modeling these e ects directly (see below) or by a two-step procedure
whose second step re-parameterizes the estimated intercepts by a set of timeinvariant regressors (Fertig (1999)).
5

A similar approach for southern European migration ows is adopted
by (Faini and Venturini (1994)).
6
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Table 1: Existing studies of aggregate migration flows to Germany
Author(s)
Dependent variable

Katseli and Glytsos (1986)
Gross migration rate

PCI in origin country
PCI in Germany
Relative PCI
Growth of GDP in Germany
Growth of GDP in origin
country
Unemployment rate in
origin country
Unemployment rate in
Germany
Lagged dependent variable
Stock of migrants in
Germany
Other variables

0
0

Karras and Chiswick (1999) Fertig (1999)
Vogler and Rotte (2000)
Net migration rate
Change in net migration rate Log of gross rates and
asylum seeker rates
+ (level); - squared level
0
+
-

+ (level and change)

+

+ (level and change)

-

- (level and change)

+
+

0

+

- (level)
0

0 Remittances

+ Mean schooling

+ EU dummy;
0 guest worker dummy

0 Political Terror Scale;
- Civil rights;
+ Share of urban population

Dataset

Time series for GreekGerman migration
(1961-1983)

Pooled cross-section/timeseries mainly for European
countries (1960-1988)

Pooled cross-section/timeseries mainly for European
countries (1960-1994)

Pooled cross-section/timeseries for Asian and African
countries (1981-1995)

Estimation Procedure

OLS

Pooled OLS

ML by iterated GLS

Identification assumptions
Forecasting

(1), (2), (3), (5)
None

(1), (2), (3), (4), (5)
None

Fixed and random effects
panel estimator
(1), (2), (3), (5)
None

(1), (2), (3)
Double out of sample for
10 CEEC’s
Note: + denotes a significant positive impact on the dependent variable, - a significant negative, and 0 an insignificant effect.

Figure 1: Population by age groups - CEEC-4 vs. Germany
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Table 2: GMM results { standard migration rates (100)
Common intercept
Variance of
Country{speci c component

exactly identi ed overidenti ed
model
model
0.029
0.029
(0.0045)
(0.0045)
0.008
(0.0018)
0.0022
(0.00062)
0.003
(0.003)
0.645
(0.224)
-

Time{speci c component
Unsystematic component
Persistence parameter
Overidenti cation test

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

34

0.005
(0.0012)
0.0024
(0.00056)
0.006
(0.003)
0.645
(0.186)
4.23

Table 3: GMM results { \age adjusted" migration rates (100)
Common intercept
Variance of
Country{speci c component

exactly identi ed overidenti ed
model
model
0.041
0.041
(0.0062)
(0.0062)
0.015
(0.004)
0.005
(0.001)
0.006
(0.006)
0.642
(0.214)
-

Time{speci c component
Unsystematic component
Persistence parameter
Overidenti cation test

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

35

0.009
(0.0023)
0.005
(0.001)
0.011
(0.005)
0.633
(0.183)
3.59

Table 4: GMM results { age{share as regressor (100)
Common intercept
share of core{age pop.
Variance of
Time{speci c component

exactly identi ed overidenti ed
model
model
-0.254
-0.254
(0.0045)
(0.0045)
0.483
0.483
(0.0005)
(0.0005)
0.008
(0.002)
0.002
(0.0006)
0.003
(0.003)
0.630
(0.235)
-

Country{speci c component
Unsystematic component
Persistence parameter
Overidenti cation test

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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0.005
(0.001)
0.002
(0.0006)
0.006
(0.0026)
0.635
(0.192)
4.21

Table 5: Summary of forecasting scenarios 1998-2017
Scenario:

average annual in ow

accumulated in ow

17,964

359,285

14,656

293,122

15,079

301,583

62,656

1,253,129

48,551

971,011

57,377

1,147,533

I: standard rates

II: age{adjusted rates

III: with age{share as regressor

IV: standard rates plus one std.{deviation

V: age{adjusted rates plus one std.{deviation

VI: with age share as regressor plus one std.{deviation
Note: All gures comprise the CEEC-4, i.e Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, and Poland.
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